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This article provides an empirical analysis of a single classroom episode in which students reveal difficulties
with the concept of proper time in special relativity but slowly make progress in improving their understand-
ing. The theoretical framework used is “coordination class theory,” which is an evolving model of concepts and
conceptual change. The paper will focus on showing to what extent and in what sense most of the conditions
and events in the data corpus seem understandable from the point of view of coordination class theory. In
addition, however, some extensions of the theory are implicated, although we argue that they are “natural”
extensions, improvements that extend, but do not threaten, the core theory. In particular, we observe students
articulately aligning different ways of determining proper time, and we conjecture, more generally, that such a
process is strongly consistent with coordination class theory and likely to be productive in other cases of
conceptual change. The empirical analysis is explicitly connected to the general issue of theories and theory
development in studies of conceptual change.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Developing “humble” theories

This article applies and extends an existing model of con-
cepts and conceptual change to an episode of problematic
learning. A class of high school students struggles with the
difficult idea of “proper time” in special relativity. The data
reveal some particular aspects of difficulty and, in the end,
show that much progress has been made and also how it was
made. Both �a� the nature of the problems encountered and
�b� how one can understand progress in general terms are
important empirical and theoretical foci here.

Although this article has a strong empirical orientation, its
main importance is theoretical. Its aim is to advance the
theory of conceptual change in learning science. The main
part of this introduction describes in a general way the kind
of theory we are aiming to develop. It also anticipates what
we can expect from applying it to a context and, thus, frames
the main empirical results of the article. A substantial part of
the reason that we include this metatheoretical overlay is that
we strongly believe that physics education research could
benefit a great deal from more active consideration of its
theories and the nature of theory building.

In “applying a theory or model”1 to a situation, one ex-
pects a good model to invoke insights about an empirical
case in question, explaining in some measure how and why
things work in the way they do. Good science also does not
presume its models but tests them in application to cases.
Beyond possible rejection, testing in cases often results in
refining the model, either substantially �introducing new en-
tities and relations� or analytically �changing or refining defi-
nitions and meanings�.

The theory in question here is an example of a “humble
theory,”2 which is a deliberate attempt to step back from
grand theories to more local ones that are, at once, more
specific �thus more easily applied to cases� and self-
consciously incomplete. The rationale for humble theories is
that we are still early in the learning sciences, and a prema-

ture jump to theories intended to cover all circumstances is
likely to create theories that are vague and distanced from
particular cases, and thus both very difficult to apply and also
even to test. Constructivism, in its broadest sense—the view
that students learn on the basis of prior conceptualizations—
may be so general that it is essentially impossible to refute,
and its particular implications in a case may be highly am-
biguous.

The theory applied here is a coordination class view of
conceptual change3 �see Ref. 4 for an updated review�.
Briefly, a “coordination class” is a particular type of concept.
The theory specifies the organization of knowledge in a well-
developed coordination class and specifies several hurdles
that must be overcome in achieving “well-developed” status.
As such, the theory also �partially� specifies the processes of
acquisition of a coordination class. Coordination class theory
is humble in two senses: First, it is not intended to cover all
cases of conceptual change; some concepts are simply not
coordination classes.5 Second, coordination class theory pro-
vides only a sketch of the related conceptual change process.
Still, coordination class theory is much more detailed than
most theories of conceptual change. For a concept to be a
coordination class, several theoretical categories must be co-
gently identified in empirical data, with particular relation-
ships among them, and a set of consequences is entailed. The
particulars will be treated later in the article.

In working with humble theory, nuanced consequences of
studies of cases of application are generally more important
than more categorical consequences.2 Of course, humble
theories may be categorically refuted and also one expects
insights in applying them. However, because humble theories
are not intended to be universal, even their applicability is at
issue. We are not guaranteed that a given model will apply to
particular circumstances. In a case where we thought it might
apply, but it does not, we might improve the model by better
laying out and understanding its conditions for applicability.
More generally, humble theories are designed to be revised,
improved, and extended, typically in iterative attempts to
consequentially apply them.
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To sum up, in “applying our model” to the data presented
here, we aim to do the following.

�1� Check the applicability of the model and possibly re-
fine our understanding of when and how it applies. In this,
one also determines particular cases of the general theoretical
categories, which heighten our understanding of what is gen-
eral and what is specific in various cases of conceptual
change.

�2� If the model applies, test it in a more or less conven-
tional sense. Are predictions and expectations violated or
ratified?

�3� Check the insightfulness of the model. Does it show
why some things happened, why others did not? Is it ex-
planatory?

�4� Refine, as necessary. In addition to refining applicabil-
ity conditions ��1� above�, definitions of terms and detail in
relations in the model may be improved by further specifi-
cation or modification.

�4� Extend, as necessary. While humble theories are not
expected to cover all aspects of a scientific phenomenon
�e.g., conceptual change�, more aspects may be brought un-
der the aegis of the theory with extensions and also, details
may be filled in.

In considering modifications and extensions, an important
distinction is between natural and unnatural refinements and
extensions. For example, a model with explicit built-in limits
may be extended to go beyond those limits; Einstein’s origi-
nal formulation of general relativity was extended with its
later tensor-based mathematical formulation. An empirical
phenomenon related to those covered by the theory, but one
that initially appeared to be distinct, might be brought under
the aegis of the theory by an extension; quantum mechanics
gradually grew to cover a much broader range of phenomena
than that which originally motivated it. Similarly, one might,
after the fact, realize that processes and cases that should be
covered were not originally. Extending the model in these
ways likely constitutes a natural extension.

In contrast, unnatural modifications may be ad hoc and
disconnected from the model. In the extreme, continually
changing core terms, suppositions, and claims or adding
more and more ill-understood parameters or conditions on
the theory provides evidence that the model might better be
abandoned than “tinkered with.”

The central aim of this study, then, is to make the case
that the relevant model applies to the present empirical case
and that it is insightful. The data also suggest a number of
refinements and extensions, which we will argue are natural,
and, thus, they suggest the continued productiveness of the
relevant humble theory.

B. Process orientation

We make a final general point about the theorizing and
data analysis here. Part of the relevant theory concerns pro-
cesses of change. In that respect, it is somewhat unusual.
Many ideas about conceptual change center on before and
after “snapshots,” for example, that students start with a na-
ive theory and move to a normative one. A great proportion
of conceptual change research follows this model �see Ref. 6

for a review�. Another tradition, expert/novice studies, also
focuses on a snapshot view; novices work in one way and
experts work in a quite distinct way �for two classic refer-
ences, see Refs. 7,8�. In a similar manner, theories may
specify conditions for change without specifying detailed
processes of change �e.g., Ref. 9�. Here, while the core of
coordination class theory concerns the structure of a
well-formed10 concept, there are significant process implica-
tions. Consequently, process data are more relevant than in
most studies of conceptual change. While coordination class
theory has always included process considerations, few prior
empirical analyses have focused substantially or entirely on
process data. Parnafes11 and Wagner12 are exceptions in that
they do focus on process and change. This is the only article
using the idea of coordination classes of which we are aware
that focuses on the cumulative details of conceptual change
in one extended but continuous episode. In addition, we feel
that it is important that this is the first coordination class
analysis that deals with change in the course of classroom
interaction.

II. EMPIRICAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING:
INITIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study consists of an analysis of students’ difficulties
in understanding the concept of proper time. The context is a
practice period13 involving 2 future teachers �T1 and T2�
with 12 18–19 year old high school students. The data come
from a discussion of about 90 min length, mainly directed by
T1 �Bonazzi�, about an exercise on proper time �see Fig. 1�.
The question is whether an observer on a train measures the
proper time in finding the time difference between emission
at A and reception at B of a light ray. The critical point is that
almost all the students initially gave the wrong answer: “The
experimenter on the train measures a proper time because he
is in the same frame of reference as the light signal.”

The few students who gave the correct answer �the ex-
perimenter does not measure proper time� were rapidly con-
vinced by their classmates that they were wrong.

The students had previously studied special relativity fol-
lowing a path designed by the classroom teacher. Proper time
was introduced through the light clock experiment �Fig. 2�:
A laser ray is emitted at the base of “the clock” �event E�.
The ray goes up, is reflected at the top of the clock �point S�,
comes down to the base of the clock, and is “received”
�event R�. The “tick” of this ideal clock is the time interval
between event E and event R. The clock is used to argue that
the clock’s tick depends on the frame of reference with re-
spect to which the clock is observed. In the frame of refer-
ence at rest with respect to the clock, the time interval is
��=2h /c, where c is the speed of light. In a frame of refer-
ence with respect to which the clock is moving with velocity

FIG. 1. The exercise �following Halliday et al., Ref. 14�.
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v �perpendicular to the direction of the light ray�, the time
interval between the two events �the tick� is longer: The light
ray has a longer path to travel, while, as postulated by rela-
tivity, the speed of light is the same in all the �inertial�
frames of reference. The algebraic relation between the two
time intervals can be easily calculated by applying the
Pythagorean theorem: ��=�t�1−v2 /c2. �� is called proper
time.

As will become clear in the following data, the teacher
had emphasized the invariance of proper time in prior in-
struction.

We began with the following questions.
�1� Why did students give the wrong answer?15

�2� More importantly, why were they not willing to accept
the correct answer provided by the teacher during an engag-
ing and lively discussion? For future reference, we note, in
particular, that students explicitly rejected the teacher’s coun-
terargument to their claim. The teacher stated that the two
events, “emission” and “reception,” of the light ray do not
occur in the same spatial position; hence, the measured time
is not proper time.

We now turn to describe the coordination class model,
which frames our analysis of the data.

III. COORDINATION CLASS MODEL

A. Preliminaries

Coordination class theory was designed to directly deal
with some questions often taken for granted among research-
ers in science education.

�1� What does it mean “to have a concept”? How can we
take this vague term and make it more precise and useful in
educational research?

�2� What does “conceptual change” mean? That is, what
changes in students’ minds, and how, in the process of con-
ceptual change?3

As already mentioned, a coordination class is a model of
a particular kind of concept. Not all concepts are coordina-
tion classes, but �for reasons that will become apparent�
physical quantities, such as force or proper time, are espe-
cially good candidates for coordination class status. The
theory centers on general properties of a well-formed con-
cept that must be developed during learning; hence, “observ-
ing” how these properties develop is an important focus.

Coordination class theory is framed in a broader view
called the “complex knowledge system” perspective. In this
view, concepts are large and intricately organized systems,
which effectively coordinate the activation and use of many
specific elements according to context. Learning a concept is
seen as a process of recruiting and “coordinating a large
number of elements in many ways.” Some or even most of
the elements that are coordinated come from prior compe-
tence of the learner,2 so the perspective is deeply construc-
tivist. Because concepts are systems, only part of which
shows in any given context, assessment becomes more diffi-
cult. However, we view this difficulty as a “fact of life” with
which we need to deal rather than something that can be
easily overcome or something that is a problem with the
theory. One of the compensating advantages of a complex
systems view is that learning can be tracked at a small grain
size and, thus, it is quite synergistic with using process data,
as opposed to before and after snapshot data.

Other theories of concepts are also systemic and rela-
tional, like the coordination class theory. However, the most
familiar of these see concepts as given their meaning in a
web of relations with other concepts �e.g., Refs. 16,17�. In
contrast, coordination class theory has the following proper-
ties.

�1� It is specifically oriented toward entering the structure
of each concept �rather than viewing it only in relation to
other concepts� and analyzing it as a coordination of the
various pieces of knowledge involved. Concept maps and
semantic networks, for example, show the external relations
of concepts with other concepts, but coordination classes aim
to show the inner relations of parts of a concept that make it
well formed and powerful.

�2� By considering the internal structure of concepts and
their gradual construction, coordination class theory provides
operational tools for interpreting learning difficulties and
what, in general, happens during the processes of concept
learning.

Coordination class theory has a notion of “the family of
relations in which a concept participates” �see discussion of
the “inferential net” below�, which roughly corresponds to
the semantic field or semantic net that is given priority in
other views of concepts. However, the emphasis in coordina-
tion class theory is on the processes by which such inferential
relations are assembled and used in specific situations to do
the conceptual work characteristic of the concept at issue.

B. Defining structure and function of coordination
classes

The central function that ties together all the various
pieces of a coordination class is to allow people to read one

Calculating proper time by applying the Pythagorean theorem.

From the light clock thought exper iment:
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FIG. 2. The light clock experiment.
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particular class of information out of the huge variety of
situations in which the concept is useful in the real world
�Ref. 4, p. 131�. It is, in fact, that diversity of contexts that
ensures concepts must include many context-specific ele-
ments, as will be elaborated later. The relevant information
that defines a coordination class might be, for example, �a�
the point of application, magnitude, and direction of a force
or �b� the number associated with a pair of points in space-
time �which satisfy the special relation called “timelike”�
that we call proper time. Succinctly, having a concept, ac-
cording to coordination class theory, is in essence being able
to “see” the information that defines the concept in an appro-
priate range of relevant situations.

We briefly sketch the rest of the coordination class model
in the following categories:4 �a� the architecture �organiza-
tional structure of the internal elements� of a coordination
class, �b� the processes that build a coordination class, and
�c� the characteristic difficulties students encounter in build-
ing a coordination class.

�a� Architecture: In general, people do not directly and
transparently see the relevant information of a coordination
class. Instead, typically they read out some related informa-
tion and then infer the coordination-characteristic informa-
tion. For example, in order to see the magnitude of a force,
one may “observe” mass and acceleration and then “infer”
force by multiplying mass times acceleration. Noting these
two steps motivates splitting the architecture of a well-
formed coordination class into two parts.

�1� Readout strategies: “the ways in which people focus
their attention and read out any related information from the
real world” �where “related” can be exemplified by the fact
that mass and acceleration information are related to force�.

�2� The causal net (sometimes called the inferential net):
“the total set of inferences one can use to turn related infor-
mation readouts into the particular information at issue.”

�b� While coordination class theory accepts that entirely
new elements may be created in constructing a new concept,
an overriding concern is understanding how prior knowledge
contributes to or detracts from the construction of a coordi-
nation class. This emphasis represents the claim that coordi-
nation class theory provides a model for conceptual change,
not just �blank slate� learning. With respect to prior knowl-
edge, the process of building a coordination class involves
the two very generic processes.

�1� Incorporation: recruiting elements of prior conceptu-
alization into partial encoding of the new concept. Typically,
“partial encoding” means that those elements will be used in
some circumstances but not in others.

�2� Displacement: “dismissing” elements of prior concep-
tualization that may initially and inappropriately “take over”
the function of the coordination class in certain circum-
stances. For example, novices often determine the existence
and magnitude of a force by using the inference “if there is
motion, there must be a force.” That, of course, is incorrect,
and the inferential relation must be displaced from at least
the context of “steadily moving things.”18

�c� Coordination class theory hypothesizes two particular
and characteristic difficulties that students have in creating
new coordination classes. These have to do with the ability
to the coordination class properly “work” across a wide

range of situations in which it is useful. The theory presumes
that “working the concept” may use different knowledge in
different situations. The particular knowledge used in spe-
cific applications of the concept is called a concept projec-
tion.

�1� The problem of span: having adequate conceptual re-
sources to operate the concept across a wide range of con-
texts in which it is applicable.19 For example, can one deter-
mine forces in the situation of a tossed object and also in the
situation of a book resting on a table? Span amounts to hav-
ing or being able to produce concept projections in an appro-
priately broad range of circumstances.

�2� The problem of alignment: being able to determine the
same concept-characteristic information across diverse cir-
cumstances. This is a well-formedness or coherence principle
that “what you see” does not vary when you use different
methods of seeing it. Said in terms of concept projections,
alignment means that each concept projection gets the same
results. Students often feel that they can determine forces in
different situations, however, for situation-specific reasons,
they may fail. A student may see forces adequately in situa-
tions of movement but may not see them properly in static
situations. For example, a student may reason in the particu-
lar case of air pressure that it acts equally in all directions, so
its net value is always zero. In the special case of air pres-
sure, such a student has heard that pressure equally acts in all
directions and concludes �incorrectly� that air pressure must
always be zero; in other cases, the student might determine
forces more normatively.

The process of extending the span of a concept may seem
analogous to the idea of transfer, coming to be able to use the
same idea in new contexts. However, coordination class
theory takes the position that knowing a concept is being
able to use it in a broad range of circumstances. Specifically,
being able to use it in one context is too soft a test to allow
the judgment that one has the concept �and all that remains is
extending it to other contexts�. In terms of learning, coordi-
nation class theory is a bootstrapping theory, where students
begin to use the concept in some contexts but may not be
able to make it work properly in others. In contrast to a view
that assumes situation specifics fall away in finding universal
characteristics of concepts that work in all situations �see
discussion in Ref. 12�, coordination class theory assumes
that many context-specific aspects of the concept remain in
different concept projections, which in toto result in compe-
tence.

Specific contexts are important to coordination class
theory in several ways. First, they are loci in which impor-
tant work is done in bootstrapping a concept to have more
span and better invariance. However, contexts are also the
loci of different projections, which remain as part of the
concept into expertise. In what follows, we trace both these
perspectives on student thinking in particular contexts.

C. Anticipating empirical analyses

Cognitive theories and models are complicated. They
have many elements and many general implications, and also
specific implications for particular cases. In order to prepare
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readers for the empirical observations, below, this section
synthesizes aspects of coordination class theory that relate
fairly directly to following analyses. We anticipate some spe-
cifics of later analysis in general terms. In a rough sense, this
section contains the predictions that we aim to validate in
empirical analysis.

From a coordination class point of view, one expects that
learning is a long process, and one expects to track progress,
bit by bit, in terms of gradual construction of a robust well-
formed concept. It is nearly certain that for an extended time,
students will appear competent in some contexts but will
show weaknesses in other contexts. The data below clearly
illustrate this as students begin with a certain competence but
progress incrementally, in several stages, toward a broader
more systematic competence.

Learning should be expected to be relatively context spe-
cific. As students work from one context to another, they
should improve both span and alignment. Span will be im-
proved, prototypically, by adding knowledge that allows
their concept to work in contexts where it could not work
before. In the data below, new definitions help students see
proper time in new contexts. Alignment will be specifically
improved by correcting inferences or readouts �“observa-
tions”� that cause them to see things that are not the concept-
defining information in certain circumstances. In the data
below, students “observe” things �one of them being “hap-
penings”� that they falsely take to be relevant to �that is, are
inferentially related to� determining proper time.

In the best of circumstances, coordination class theory
looks to identify particular knowledge that is invoked and
used �incorporated� in learning. Intuitive elements are often
used productively, even if their productive use must gradu-
ally become limited to particular contexts �displaced from
others�. Here, students’ use of the idea of happenings creates
an intuitive plausibility for early understanding of proper
time in the case of Einstein’s light clock, but that idea needs
refining and displacing from other contexts. They also use
the idea of “sitting on an object” as a proxy for what be-
comes a better-justified more general strategy for “finding
the right frame of reference.”

Some parts of our analysis, below, do not follow these
general patterns. However, we will argue that most or all of
those exceptions require only natural extensions and refine-
ments to coordination class theory.

IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

A. Strategy

The analysis that follows highlights how students
“coordinate”20 proper time, how their coordination changes,
and what relationships exist between students’ coordination
and teaching choices. Our aim is to see certain teaching
choices as inviting or sustaining coordination class charac-
teristic learning problems and other choices as designed to
obviate these.

The discussion can be roughly schematized in three
stages.21

�1� The first stage: How do students coordinate proper
time at the beginning of the discussion? What definition did

they give for proper time?22 It turns out that their coordina-
tion, at this stage, closely reflects the classroom teacher’s
introduction to proper time.

�2� An intermediate stage: How do students start to incor-
porate some ideas introduced by the student-teacher—a new
and more carefully phrased definition of proper time and a
new context of use? We might expect a priori that a second
definition raises issues of alignment. Will students use both
definitions “properly”? If one is used systematically improp-
erly, or improperly in some contexts, or if the definition is
incomplete or incorrect in circumstances, issues of alignment
arise. Furthermore, we shall see, the fact of two definitions
raises a metaconceptual issue: Do students see them as “the
same” or related in comprehensible ways?

�3� The third stage: How do students coordinate proper
time at the end of the discussion after the student-teacher
invited them to situate the discussion within the debate be-
tween Einstein and Minkowski?

B. Results

1. First Stage: How do students coordinate proper time at the
beginning of the lesson?

(a) Excerpt 1a. The students’ definition of proper time and
its ambiguities: “being at rest with respect to something:”
What is that something?

T1: The first question one should ask is “what is proper
time”? Why is it called proper time?… What is proper time
for you?

Marco: Proper time of something is that time measured in
the same frame of reference or in a frame of reference at rest
with respect to that something.

T1: What about this “something”? Can you give us an
example?

Marco: For example, this laser ray.
T1: So, can you repeat your definition?
Marco: Proper time is the time calculated in the same

frame of reference as the object, of the laser ray… of what
one wants to calculate proper time… that is, the event. �…�

Elis: We defined proper time starting from a moving light
clock. And we defined proper time… we found a relation that
was ��=�t��1−�2� �where � is used, as by convention, for
v /c�. According to the way in which we found proper time,
we had a light ray going up and down. And we found proper
time because one was in the frame of reference of the clock.

Comments: The students seem to have the necessary read-
out strategies for finding proper time in the light clock ex-
periment and for formalizing its relationship with time in
another frame of reference. They start from a definition for
proper time �Marco says, “Proper time of something is that
time measured…in a frame of reference at rest with respect
to that something.”�, and they rightly recognize that such a
“definition” works without problem to provide a method to
“see” proper time when applied in the context at issue here,
the light clock experiment. To paraphrase: “To coordinate
proper time, find the right frame, then measure time in that
frame.” The general phenomenon of a definition “providing”
a projection �or a class of projections, some of which may be
specific to particular contexts� will be important for later
discussion.
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“Finding the right frame” is specified in their definition as
“being at rest with respect to….” In this case, “being at rest
with respect to” can be easily referred to the light clock, as
Elis explicitly does in the final contribution, above.23 In the
horizontal light ray exercise, however, they feel confused by
the fact that the readout strategies provided by the definition
are not transparent for individuating the appropriate frame of
reference; the teacher is telling them that they have the
wrong frame.

In theoretical terms, alignment is threatened since a criti-
cal part of the process specified by the definition �finding the
right frame of reference� is uncertain. The ambiguity and
lack of clarity is evident in their indecision in describing the
“something” with respect to which the frame of reference
can be said at rest. Marco introduces several partial and am-
biguous descriptions. He says: “in the same frame of refer-
ence as the object…” �Emphasis added.� This description is
ambiguous since it does not specify which object, and it
seems to presume “the object” will be obvious. A way of
describing what they are doing wrong in the exercise is pick-
ing an obvious object, which, however, is not “the correct
object.” Indeed, this “object” description, in principle, has
limited span since proper time exists and can be measured or
computed where no object exists, between two “arbitrary”
timelike points in space-time. If “object” means “physical
object” �as opposed to light ray�, then there is simply no
object that defines the frame of reference in the horizontal
light ray exercise.

Marco’s next try is in the frame “of the laser ray.” This is
also a vague description since the beam of light in the light
clock travels up and down, and it is evident in the other
things that he says �and what others also say� that no verti-
cally moving frame is seen �yet� as relevant to this problem.
Finally, Marco specifies the frame of reference as that “of
what one wants to calculate proper time…that is, the event.”
�Emphasis added.� Marco’s use of “event” is telling and
ironic. It is telling because he uses this word in a common-
sense way that we would gloss as “a happening” or �the
students’ words� “a phenomenon.” This implicates a classical
ontology, “happenings have a characteristic place, and they
also have a characteristic duration.” While completely com-
monsensical, such “events” either have no status at all or
they have a secondary status in special relativity. The use of
the word “event” is ironic since, as we will explain later,
seeing and using events in the proper sense of special rela-
tivity is, we propose, an important “fix” for the problems
students have using the commonsense ontology event.

Elis points out that the reference frame is obvious in the
light clock experiment, that of “the clock” �as a physical
structure�. That is the correct frame, but Elis does not men-
tion �and we doubt he could produce� a justification for that
judgment.

(b) Excerpt 1b. Proper time and its equation: Proper time
of the moving ray light must exist.

Lorenzo: But if ��=��t, in this case does �� exist? �Ac-
cording to the usual convention, Lorenzo is using a wrong
relation �it should be ��=�t /��, but it is possible that he
intends � to mean �1−v2 /c2.�

T1: Does it exist in this case? Let’s see if it can exist.
Elis: I thought that proper time exists inasmuch as a time

exists.

Lorenzo: If �� is always equal to ��t, it must exist.
Comments: There are two arguments for the existence of a

proper time here. The easier one is implied by Lorenzo; if
there is an equation for the quantity, we can determine it
�and, thus, it must exist�. We pointed out earlier, with the
example of F being inferred from m and a, that equations
can form obvious parts of the causal net.

Elis’s argument is more subtle. Our interpretation of his
assertion that “proper time exists inasmuch as time exists” is
ontological in the sense we introduced above. That is, any
extended happening �event in the students’ parlance� must
have a duration associated with it, between its start and end.
Unfortunately, this particular inference in the naive causal
net concerning durations must be displaced in the case where
the “beginning” and “end” of the happening are in a lightlike
relation. The emission and reception of a light ray terminate
the travel of the ray; how could there not be a time �and
hence, by the equation, also a proper time� associated with
that happening? In other cases, the inference is unproblem-
atic; most happenings have a �nonzero� proper time, as given
by the equation. This necessary but undone displacement �of
“happenings take time”� is a typical coordination class learn-
ing event: An inference that is sometimes appropriate must
be restricted to a particular subset of circumstances.

(c) Excerpt 1c. Proper time and its invariance.
Lorenzo: We said that proper time is a feature of a given

phenomenon. We… in the sense that… in class we defined
proper time as an invariant feature of a determinate object.
�Emphasis added.�

T1: OK, you have introduced the word invariant… What
does invariant mean? What does invariant mean to you?

Lorenzo: Something that it does not change in that frame
of reference.

T1: What do you mean?
Lorenzo: It is in that way in that frame of reference.

�Lorenzo is saying it has a particular value in the specified
frame of reference. A more normative description of Loren-
zo’s portrayal here is “uniqueness”—a quantity �in a particu-
lar frame� has a unique value—not invariance.�

Marco: In my opinion, invariant is something that does
not change even when you change frame of reference.

Lorenzo: Yes, but proper time is a characteristic just of
that object in that frame of reference.

Marco: Yes, OK, but the proper time you have in a frame
of reference, you have it also in another frame of reference.
You can find it, it is not that…

T1: Sorry, what…
Marco: If you change frame of reference, proper time of

the other frame of reference still stays constant. I mean, if
you are in a frame of reference A and calculate proper time
and then you go in a frame of reference B, proper time of A
is still that. It is this that, in my opinion, it �invariance�
means.

T1: And how do you do to calculate proper time if you
aren’t in the rest frame of reference?

Marco: Beh, there are also the formulas!
Comments: In his opening remark, Lorenzo says “proper

time is a feature of a given phenomenon,” which seems to be
saying “phenomena have durations, and that’s that.” We be-
lieve that he is interpreting the definition of proper time as
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invariant to be sanctioning, in this case �proper time�, the use
of the classical ontological inference that durations simply
exist as unique quantities. What relativity may have added,
for him, is that one must be careful to use only one special
frame to determine time duration. Notice that Lorenzo pro-
tests when Marco introduces the possibility of proper time
seen in a different frame of reference.

Marco, on the other hand, has the essence of invariance
correct. A quantity can be measured or computed in multiple
frames of reference, and one must get the same number.
What he is adding to the conversation is the recognition that
“determining” may look very different in different frames of
reference. In one case �the “proper” frame�, the determining
is simply the measurement of a single clock. �Marco does not
recount that possibility here, but he makes it clear on other
occasions that he knows that this is possible. In Marco’s first
comment in segment 1a, he speaks of measurement �as in
reading off a clock� rather than “calculating.”�. In another
frame, the determination involves not only time difference
but also spatial differences, and there is a complicated for-
mula one must use to “see” the quantity ���
=���t�2− ��x�2 /c2�. Notice that Marco talks of “finding it”
in another frame of reference �which may well implicate
something more indirect than measuring�, and he introduces
the idea of calculating �in his second to last turn�. Coming to
see proper time as an invariant means coming to accept that
two very different looking projections of determining time
can actually be the same thing. Generalizing this case, we
offer as a conjecture that the perception of unity of diverse
projections is an essential metaconceptual step in learning a
new concept.

(d) Students’ coordination of proper time in the beginning.
In the beginning, we see three conceptual elements that play
a clear role in determining proper time.

�a� The determining of proper time �the generic “deter-
mining concept-characteristic information” in coordi-
nation class theory� involves an implicit and ambigu-
ous process by which the relevant reference frame is to
be determined. A good guess is that students simply
expect to see an object �e.g., the light clock� that de-
termines the relevant frame or, slightly more com-
plexly, the frame is determined by the �potentially
moving� “location of the phenomenon” whose duration
is to be measured. This implicates the persistence of
“classical ontological inferences” that take for granted
the existence of happenings �phenomena� as unprob-
lematic things that have a place and a duration. Later,
we will see how their perceptions shift when an object
moves, in place of the light ray.

�b� The equation for proper time justifies its existence
and, possibly, its uniqueness.

�c� The invariance property is interpreted sometimes
�Lorenzo� to justify the naive ontological inference that
phenomena simply have durations.

The light clock experiment plays a special role in devel-
oping or sustaining at least the first two of these ideas. First,
since it “puts forward” an obvious frame of reference, that of
the clock itself, or of the phenomenon at issue, it subverts the

need for more refined, stable �perhaps explicit�, and reliable
�aligned� readouts and inferences. Second—perhaps less
interestingly—it is the context in which the equation they
know and use for its inferential properties �not its quantita-
tive properties� is derived. We are not suggesting that con-
sidering the light clock is necessarily a bad pedagogical
move. However, we are saying that the unreflective intuitive
processes that make the relevant frame of reference �the lo-
cus of a phenomenon� obvious, if not augmented by more
careful consideration of how, in other contexts, one con-
structs or notices “the right” frame of reference, seeds the
strong potential for nonalignment via taking an obvious but
incorrect frame as the relevant one.

The parts of the causal net built or sustained �“sustained”
means that displacement of naive ontological inferences was
not forced� through the light clock experiment prevents them
from recognizing any difference between the light clock and
the exercise situation; they are the same context in the stu-
dents’ view.

In particular, the students see the following:
�1� the same way of determining the relevant “frame of

reference” �at rest with respect to the object or phenomenon�;
�2� the same phenomenon �the propagation of a light ray�;
�3� the same “invariant” �intrinsic� property �“the proper

duration”� is requested.
So, naturally, their projections of proper time used in the

light clock and in the exercise do not differ; they conclude,
as with the light clock, that proper time in the exercise is the
time measured in the “obvious” frame of reference. Antici-
pating later discussion, we believe that the main lack here is
that they need to have a focus of attention for readouts that
are more explicitly considered and consistent with special
relativity. Instead of “phenomena” with intrinsic locations
and durations, they need to conceptualize and use events
construed as special-relativistic things. Events in the proper
relativistic sense will provide a stable focus of attention in
the determining process. We return to this point later in the
article.

Although vague �risking misalignment� and retaining
classical inferences �proper time exists as an invariant—
invariant here means “intrinsic” rather than properly Lorentz
invariant�, the causal net built through the light clock experi-
ment appears very sensible to them. Consequently, the new
problem and the teacher’s initial explanation that they are
doing something wrong are insufficient to really disturb their
ways of thinking about proper time.

In summary, the light clock experiment really provided a
“short circuit” in letting students adequately perform in con-
ceptualizing it, without �1� really challenging some central
naive inferences and without �2� introducing enough refine-
ment in their conceptualization of proper time to see that a
new projection or at least some new elements of contexuality
and inferencing, discussed below, are necessary in the new
exercise. With respect to �1�, the idea that duration is just a
unique property of a happening seems to persist. With regard
to �2�, the students’ process of determining proper time relied
on a vague description of the relevant frame of reference �the
obvious frame, centering on a classical object, the phenom-
enon at issue, or on a typical frame-determining thing such
as a boxcar�.
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2. Second stage: Increasing the span of students’ proper time
strategies and the role of awareness in conceptual

change; characterizing the change in coordinating proper time
in view of teacher interventions

The second stage concerns students’ reactions to the
teacher’s introduction of two new elements.

�1� A “more precise” definition of proper time: “proper
time as the time interval measured between two events oc-
curring at the same position.” As intimated above, definitions
often, if not always, imply or provide a way of determining
concept-characteristic information, so they are strongly asso-
ciated with a class of determining procedures �a class of
projections�. For example, people perceptually determine
speed with a wide range of strategies. �They use, e.g., “blur-
riness,” gestalt judgments, patterns of overtaking, etc., see
Ref. 11.� However, the definition of speed as the limit of the
ratio of distance traveled divided by time interval implies a
specific procedure for determining speed. The formal defini-
tion thus introduces the possibility of increased span in that
the definition may be easy to apply in situations �e.g., using
a table of distances and times� in which the older determin-
ing strategies are difficult to apply.24 However, this also in-
troduces the possibility of misalignment or, at least, the per-
ception of possible misalignment. Does the definition
determine the same information as prior strategies or defini-
tions? We introduced earlier the potential importance of the
perception by students that different projections determine
“the same thing.”

�2� A new context: a ball moving horizontally on the train
�from the front of the wagon, A, to the back, B�. Once again,
new contexts are critical to coordination class theory. Gener-
ally, a new context provides an opportunity to expand span,
test it, and also test alignment �adding or modifying projec-
tions�.

(a) Excerpt 2a: Students’ difficulties in integrating the
teacher’s definition in the exercise context.

Lorenzo: There [in the light clock experiment] proper
time can be also defined as the time between two phenomena
occurring at the same spatial coordinate. �Notice, for future
reference, that this sentence is literally consistent with inter-
preting “phenomenon” as “space-time event,” and it is cor-
rect in that construal. The two events are the emission and
reception of the light ray from a single place, where a clock
is imagined to reside.� There, the two phenomena are going
back and going forth. �However, this makes it clear that
Lorenzo means “phenomenon” in the sense of a happening,
presumably having a duration, and he is focusing on “loca-
tion” not as a point, but as a “place” �the light clock�.� Here
�in the horizontal light ray exercise� the light ray goes only
forth. It does not go back.

�…�
Lorenzo: Yes, but if it is not a proper time �the time mea-

sured by the observer on the train� and if proper time is ��
=��t �sic�, what do you do to find the proper time from A to
B?

T1: Can you find a time between A and B?
Lorenzo: You find �t.
T1: Yes, �t, that is a time…
Lorenzo: But if ��=��t �sic�, in this case does �� exist?

T1: Does it exist in this case? Let’s see if it can exist.
Comments: The teacher’s definition of proper time does

not make sense to students since it seems to imply that
proper time does not exist in the case of the light ray moving
horizontally. That is, in the clock case, the light ray returns to
the �critical� “same place,” while with the new problem, the
ray only goes “forth;” it does not go “back” to the definition-
critical same place. The problem in Lorenzo’s first take is, in
our theoretical terms, that he does not have a means �cannot
construct a relevant projection� for implementing the defini-
tion as a determining process in this particular case. We see a
lack of span in the definition precisely caused by the fact that
Lorenzo cannot see the relevant pair of events as happening
at the same place. He is missing a specific construction �find-
ing a frame in which end points of a duration occur at the
same place�.25

Lorenzo’s second assertion is that the formula also does
not obviously apply. How can one determine � and, thus, ��
from �t? Although he does not say exactly what the problem
is, we believe that it is likely that, as he does not see a second
frame of reference, he is wondering where the relative veloc-
ity involved in � is. Without another frame of reference how
can � be determined? In our theoretical terms, this context
also tests the span of the formula for determining proper time
and shows a specific lack of the ability to construct the situ-
ation as involving two frames of reference, which determines
�.

(b) Excerpt 2b. The new context of the ball moving on the
train allows the teacher’s definition to be partially incorpo-
rated into their conceptual schemes for interpreting proper
time. However, the methods (projections) of determining
proper time suggested by the different definitions are not yet
aligned.

T1: Now, let’s suppose that, instead of having a light ray,
we have a particle moving slower than light with respect to
this frame of reference �the train� and in this direction �from
the front to the back�. So, how can I calculate proper time
from A to B?

Marco: I should be on the particle.
T1: Why?
Marco: Spatial coordination is fixed on the particle. �This

is a way of saying that the two space-time events are at the
same place, consistent with the definition provided by the
teacher.26�

T1: And then?
Marco: In order to measure a proper time, we have said

that the spatial coordinate must be fixed… and then the fixed
spatial coordinate we have here is the particle in this case…
then… measuring the time staying on the particle.

T1: Did you understand what he said? If I am on the ball,
I must measure the time interval passing from the moment in
which the ball is at A—that is, from the moment at which the
point A coincides with the ball—to the moment at which
point B coincides with the ball point. Do you agree?

Lorenzo: But it will move… �Our interpretation: Lorenzo
is persistent in seeing the boxcar frame as the relevant one,
hence A and B are not at the same point; the ball is moving.�

T1: Yes… the train will move under the ball… if I stay in
the frame of reference of the ball… �The instructor empha-
sizes that the train, not the ball, is moving when the reference
frame is the ball.�
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Comments: The new context allows the students to make
sense of the teacher’s definition of proper time; the definition
“works” �generates a projection� for the horizontally moving
ball. They do this by translating the condition “occurring at
the same position” into the more intuitive idea of “being on
the ball.” Marco says, “I should be on the particle.” Notice
that this coincides with our interpretation of how the relevant
frame of reference was described by students earlier.
“Things” �a ball or the locus of a phenomenon� easily seed
the consideration of a frame of reference. Marco, at least, has
refined this condition to be a special case of the requirement
to measure in a frame where the end points of the time in-
terval occur at the same spatial location.

(c) Excerpt 2c. The new context allows the exercise con-
text to be recognized as a limit case in which proper time is
equal to zero.

�after the discussion about the ball�
T1: In this case �the exercise with the horizontal light ray�

may I do it? Here, in the exercise, can I sit on the laser ray
and calculate proper time?

T2: Does someone remember the idea that came to Ein-
stein?

Simone: of riding a light ray and…
T2: And what did he deduce?
Elis: That it couldn’t be.
T1: Yes, that no one could ride a light ray. Why?
�confused discussion�
T1: The speed of light is a limit for all the velocities and

no object with mass can arrive at that velocity. Thus no ob-
server can ride a light ray and measure a proper time in this
case. Nevertheless you have seen also another definition of
proper time… �The teacher’s explanation is not completely
adequate, in our view. In any case, however, the idea of “the
frame of reference moving with a light ray” is problematic in
at least some respects.�

�At this point the students move from the discussion of
proper time as invariant �excerpt 1c� and a digression on
muons occurs. After that, Lorenzo picks up the thread.�

Lorenzo: So, how can I, in this case �the exercise with the
horizontal light ray� be in a frame of reference in which I
measure a proper time?

Luca: It does not exist.
Lorenzo: Then this is why proper time does not exist…

But if proper time is ��t �sic�…
Marco: It becomes zero, in this case, since v=c! �This

appears to confirm that the students are interpreting � to be
�1−�2, which goes to zero as v approaches c. Thus, they are
giving the wrong name to the correct functional relation-
ship.�

Lorenzo: Then proper time is equal to zero, it isn’t that it
does not exist! �While proper time exists, even if it has the
intuition-defying value of zero, the limit frame of reference,
according to what they have been told, does not exist.�

Comments: The ball context allows students to recognize
that the exercise problem is just like the ball case, except that
the speed of the moving object is at the limit, at the speed of
light. Following this observation, in coordination class terms,
students notice that the class of projections seeded by the
“same spatial coordinate” definition of proper time fails in
this limit �“how can I be in a frame of reference in which I

should measure proper time?”�. There is no such frame of
reference. However, they then notice that another definition
�technically, we would describe this as a class of projections
seeded by the definition�—to wit, the ��=��t formula—
does, in fact, work, leading to a “zero” result for proper time.
In the last two contributions, Marco makes the critical invo-
cation of the formula for proper time, and Lorenzo ratifies
Marco’s result with the observation that zero is different
from not existing.

�d) Students’ coordination of proper time at this second
stage.

At the end of this intermediate step, students can distin-
guish three different situations �Fig. 3�: �1� the light clock
experiment, in which the ray goes back and forth; �2� the
“ball situation,” in which the object goes only in one direc-
tion; �3� the light ray situation of the exercise, which is op-
erationally different from the ball situation �no observer can
make the relevant measurements�. However, considering the
equation, the light ray result can be seen as a limit case of the
ball result.

They are able to conclude that the definition of proper
time given by the student-teacher, “the time between two
events happening in the same spatial position,” works in the
first two situations: it is consistent both with the students’
original definition “being at rest with respect to…” �when
applied to clock in the light clock experiment� and with the
other more intuitive one “being on the ball.” Moreover, the
teacher’s definition allows the exercise situations to be
aligned as a limit case. That definition seems to have aligned
the first two cases �and also the third, but only partially� not
only in the standard coordination class sense of correctly
determining proper time in the different cases, but in the
stronger sense that students perceive the process of determin-
ing to be “the same;” it is �and is seen as� the same in the
different cases. What is happening here is a particularly
strong form of alignment that has not been previously iden-
tified in coordination class theory, that is, alignment not only
in having different concept projections that determine the
same information but consciously and articulately putting
those determining processes in relationship with each other,
noticing that and how they produce the same result. Here,
the key observation is that “at the same spatial coordinate”
leads to the same thing as taking what is sometimes “the
obvious” frame of reference, but sometimes �the horizontal
light ray� the relevant frame is not so obvious.

This accomplishment by the students represents what we
take to be a transparently natural extension to coordination

FIG. 3. Students’ coordination at the second stage. �The light ray
version of the exercise, being “on the light ray,” must be understood
only as a limiting case.�
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class theory. In its original formulation, the distinction be-
tween conscious and unconscious processing is simply ig-
nored. Furthermore, the theory offered no high-level catego-
rization scheme for ways in which alignment is achieved.
Here, a deliberate process of articulating determination pro-
cesses, their relations, and results produces a likely to be
stable �because it is conscious, articulate, and rationalized�
alignment. Furthermore, we can see why this attractive pro-
cess of creating alignment could work well here. Different
projections—identified by the class members and sanctioned
by the teacher as “different definitions” of the same thing—
make the fundamental “goal” of alignment obvious and
something consciously to aim toward. The class explicitly
works on the problem of alignment, even if they do not know
coordination class theory.27 The simple and obvious idea that
different definitions of, or ways of determining, the same
thing should lead to the same determination of that thing is a
metaconceptual driver of alignment.

At this point, everything seems in order. Students have the
key idea for giving the correct answer to the exercise and a
“consistent” criterion that aligns the different determinations
of proper time in the light clock and in the exercise: by
singling out the appropriate frame of reference in different
contexts.

Nevertheless, as we will see below, since attention has
been explicitly drawn to the different determination pro-
cesses, nonparallelisms are troubling to the students; the pro-
posed alignment is not fully sensible to them. Once again,
the construction of a complete well-formed coordination
class requires extended consideration and learning, involving
experimenting with various ideas across various contexts.

One particular issue still makes such an alignment fragile:
“Why didn’t we ride the light ray in the light clock experi-
ment?”

Danilo: But in the light clock I saw a ray leaving, coming
back… but I did not move myself, I was not on the ray…
nevertheless that was a proper time…

�confused discussion�
Danilo: The clock wasn’t on the ray.
T1: There [in the light clock experiment], I had to calcu-

late the time occurring in the same position. Here I sit on the
particle only because, in that way, the events A and B in the
frame of reference of the particle occur in the same position.
So, also in this case I can use only one clock linked with the
particle. Right?

Students: Mmm �confused discussion�
�The succeeding discussion did not resolve the problem�
Comments: The students remain troubled by an apparent

nonalignment. “Riding the light ray” worked in the exercise;
why can that not be taken back to the original light clock
experiment as a method of proper time determination? Align-
ment always seems to be an extended process.

3. Characterization of students’ conceptual state: Framing a
conceptual problem in coordination class terms and

formulating a possible solution

So far, students have made significant progress. Initially,
they all gave the wrong answer to the horizontal light ray
problem. They thought they could determine proper time, but

they actually did not �a case of misalignment�. The incorrect
determination was mediated by the critical question of se-
lecting the frame of reference in which to measure. Ambigu-
ous specifications of the frame as “that of the object, or of
the phenomenon” supported choosing the wrong frame. In-
correct elements in the causal net included the critical idea
that a phenomenon has a locus, and that locus �read as a
frame of reference� is the “home” for determining proper
time. We can imagine that to be an unintended consequence
of teaching “sitting on the clock/particle” as a heuristic for
finding the proper frame, but we also see that the naive on-
tology of phenomenon or happening contributes, where stu-
dents �uncritically� see a phenomenon as happening in a
place that is characteristic of it �the train car is the place for
both the light clock and the horizontal light ray problems�.

A new context �a ball in place of the horizontal light ray�
and a new teacher-provided definition for proper time �the
time separation between two events measured in the inertial
frame where the “begin” and “end” events happen in the
same place� move the conceptual change process along. The
newly provided definition, as might be expected of a new
projection, provides a greater span for determining proper
time. Speaking more precisely �since students thought that
the new situation was within the span of their ways of think-
ing about the light clock�, it provided a new projection �the
limiting process� on the horizontal light ray problem that was
properly aligned. Furthermore, students saw the light ray
case as �the limiting case of� the same process of analysis as
the light clock �or, what we did not discuss, time dilation for
a fast-moving muon�. That is, alignment in this case is more
than seeing the correct proper time in the horizontal light ray
�alignment in the technical sense of coordination class
theory� but seeing how the processes of determining it may
be viewed as the same as that used in the light clock �align-
ment as a conscious and articulated “seeing as the same”�.

Still, with the issue of alignment on the table, students
persisted. Now that the option of �virtually� riding a light ray
is in the picture, why should not one ride the light ray in the
light clock in order to determine proper time?

One might propose three potential “solutions” to the prob-
lem.

�1� You need to choose one inertial frame of reference, not
two �or more�. The outgoing and returning light rays deter-
mine two different frames of reference. This seems, essen-
tially, the proposal of the teacher, T1 �where he used a
“clock” as a proxy for one frame of reference; see above�.

�2� One can resort to the technicality that the frame of
reference riding on the light ray does not exist, even if this
idea provides a measure of the proper time of a lightlike path
as zero in a limit of faster moving objects.

�3� One can make salient to the students that the light ray
path for the light clock is a different space-time path between
the events occurring in A and B, and its length is not neces-
sarily the same as the direct path from the two events. In the
same way, the twin paradox demonstrates two paths with the
same beginning and end points that have different space-time
lengths associated with them.

What we want to propose is an encompassing and
“deeper” solution �thus, it may in practice be harder to
implement�. Since it is motivated fairly directly by coordina-
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tion class theory, our solution also has the advantage of being
less ad hoc; it is situated in a fairly well-elaborated and em-
pirically supported theory of conceptual change. We propose
to shift the fundamental view of the universe as a place in
which there are objects and phenomena, which can all move
around, to the universe as an ensemble of events. In coordi-
nation class terms, we want to introduce a preferred focus of
attention for all relevant determinations. That locus is space-
time events. Thus, objects relate to space-time measurements
only and precisely for the family of events that the object
“lays down” in space time �all events that correspond to the
particle’s position at all times�. This proposal is closest to the
third, above, but has the advantage that it applies to all co-
ordinations in space-time, not just proper time, and not just
in this family of examples.

A major advantage of this formulation is that it can be
used to directly problematize phenomena as things that have
a location and a duration. As we argued, these ontological
assumptions are persistent and problematic. What locus of
space-time events corresponds to a phenomenon? In the light
clock, there are two possibilities: the set of space-time events
directly between emission and reception and the family of
events determined by the trajectory of the light ray. Which
set is relevant? The observer sitting on the clock precisely
“experiences” the former set; he does not travel with the light
ray. That is the time we want to relate to that observed by
another observer, not what might be associated with the
space-time events making up the path of the light ray.

We are proposing a “factoring” of the space of possible
projections of all coordinations in special relativity. There
are those that first identify the set of relevant events, and
then proceed from there �determining other things on the
basis of properties of the relevant events�, and there are oth-
ers, such as “sitting on the relevant object or phenomenon”
or better �but not ideal� “finding the right frame of reference
to make our coordination easier.” We are proposing to give
the first class of coordination general priority over the others.

This structuring of the coordination class into projections
that preferentially use a particular class of readouts, focused
specifically on space-time events, is, of course, compatible
with coordination class theory as “classically” presented.
However, it is a structuring having to do with one particular
conceptual space, special relativity; thus, it is a natural ex-
tension specialized to the conceptual landscape of one do-
main. At this stage, we present no arguments that such fac-
toring is possible in other conceptual domains. However, if
possible, it seems likely to be powerful in organizing much
of students’ conceptual change work.

This developmental path—focusing on space-time events
as the first stage of coordination—was not taken in the
classes studied here. It will remain, in this paper, motivated
by theory and by particular empirical observations, but not
empirically validated.

The third stage analysis, below, builds on what is prob-
ably a more general and more widely applicable instructional
suggestion that we see embedded in the above data: Learning
may often be aided by explicitly delineating different projec-
tions, or classes of projections, and considering their unity or
subtle contextual differences. This idea directly follows from
coordination class as a model of concepts together with the

idea that it is often useful for students explicitly to consider
the nature of the conceptual landscape that they need to en-
gage in learning. In this case, this principle is less to have
students consider directly their naive ideas �as typical in
“misconception” research� but more to work to expose the
structural characteristics of the conceptual change that they
are experiencing.

C. Historical, practical, and theoretical perspectives on
teaching special relativity

The point to which we have come—putting forward a
high-level instructional strategy suggested by coordination
class theory �explicit consideration of multiple projections
and their relations�—is opportune for connecting what we
have said with historical traditions for teaching special rela-
tivity. This will anticipate the final data presentation and
analysis, and it will also explain some important elements of
the instructional strategy as it was implemented, before the
idea of coordination classes was applied to these data.

Most secondary textbooks teach special relativity follow-
ing paths similar to Einstein’s original 1905 presentation.28

They introduce the historical context by presenting the in-
consistencies between classical mechanics and electromag-
netism, they focus on Lorentz transformations, and they use
algebraic representations predominantly.

However, unlike Einstein’s papers, they pay little atten-
tion to what it means to measure space and time, taking into
account the new constraints of the theory: the unsurpassable
and constant speed of light. In other words, despite following
Einstein’s reasoning, they do not attach relevance to his
original operational perspective, which we view as consistent
with the idea that space and time are special names we give
to ways of relating events by measurement. We have seen
that the operationalization of “observing” plays a special role
in coordination class theory, so this “slight” of Einstein’s
orientation is substantial, and it is more general than just “a
way to teach relativity.” In particular, the arguments and em-
pirical results of this study affirm a contention of other re-
search �e.g., see Refs. 29,30�: the crucial necessity of intro-
ducing students to special relativity by operatively
constructing, for a single frame of reference, the time be-
tween events �colloquially, the duration of an event� and the
procedures for defining the time of a distant event. In this
manner, one arrives at the analysis of the Einstein’s thought
experiments, concerning the consequences of the speed of
light invariance with respect to different frames of reference,
with a structured and operational concept of frame of refer-
ence as a lattice of rules and synchronized clocks31 or as
Scherr et al. say, as “a system of intelligent observers.”29,30

Some innovative proposals �for example, the proposal by
Taylor and Wheeler31�, in contrast to an Einsteinian ap-
proach, rely heavily on a geometrical �Minkowskian� formu-
lation of special relativity. This potentially offers an elegant
and conceptually transparent representation of the theory.
One of its main advantages is paving the way to contempo-
rary physics, including particle physics and general relativity.
According to such an approach, the concepts of event, of
space-time interval, and of its invariance are strongly empha-
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sized as well as proper time as the space-time interval be-
tween two events occurring in the same position and, then,
measurable by what they call the “wristwatch.” In order to
stress this point, Taylor and Wheeler suggest calling proper
time as “wristwatch time.”

Nevertheless, Taylor and Wheeler’s proposal has some
problems of implementation at the secondary school level.
The main sources of the problems are the “length” of the
outlined path �with respect to the time that can be scheduled
for relativity within the whole physics curriculum� and its
being so unfamiliar that teachers may find it difficult to com-
pare it with the paths that they followed as students or that
they find in textbooks.32 As a result, such an approach tends
to be oversimplified when implemented. In our judgment,
this is what happened in the class on which this study is
based. The teacher who taught this class up to the point
where we began analysis had decided, indeed, to minimize
the role of Lorentz’s transformations and to precisely focus
on the effectiveness of the geometrical approach for repre-
senting relativistic effects �the relativity of simultaneity, the
length contraction, and the time dilation�. Also, her decision
to stress the invariance of proper time was made to align
with the geometrical approach proposed by Taylor and
Wheeler, and this emphasis constituted the main difference
between her class and more traditional approaches. However,
unlike Taylor and Wheeler, she de-emphasized what we con-
sider here the main point: Minkowskian geometry is an ex-
tremely powerful tool to enforce events as foci of attention
and supporting geometry as a way to coordinate them.

Our analysis so far reinforces the good properties of the
geometrical approach for specifically pedagogical reasons
�not on the relevant, but different criteria of “elegance” and
“power”�. In addition, the analysis shows why and when it is
a good approach, not just that it is a good approach. In par-
ticular, the teacher’s oversimplication invited Newtonian
ways of viewing the subject, preventing a deeper
transformation.33 That is, we argued that students were “in-
vited” to use their classical concept of a phenomenon with
characteristic duration in the light clock case. That use pro-
moted the understandability of the example in students’ eyes
but did not displace the “lurking” classical dispositions. Stu-
dents’ incorporating prior ideas that need eventual displace-
ment is a canonical coordination class “danger” to be at-
tended to in instruction.

In contrast, we argue that changing students’ perspectives
from “looking in terms of phenomena” to “looking in terms
of events” is an educational goal that, if accomplished, sub-
stantially promotes effective conceptual competence, what-
ever particular approach is followed. As mentioned, that in-
structional strategy, emphasizing events in contrast to all
other ways of coordinating, was not directly implemented.
However, the more general idea of explicitly treating mul-
tiple projections was implemented. At the time of implemen-
tation, this strategy was not conceived in coordination class
terms but as a way to bring the complexities of historically
different approaches to special relativity into the classroom.
In the following section, below, �a� we show a little of that
instructional strategy in action, �b� we argue, briefly, that, in
fact, it explicitly highlighted and considered different projec-
tions, and �c� we show that what data we have suggest that it

was effective. In passing, we note that framing the consider-
ation of multiple projections as historical perspectives, by
itself, seems a useful strategy. Historical perspectives are po-
tentially interesting and important in their own right, they
may have independent good pedagogical properties, and they
constitute an easier “handle” on diverse projections for stu-
dents who, of course, have no reference in coordination class
theory.

Third stage: The debate between Einstein and Minkowski as a
way of considering and managing different kinds of

projections

During the lesson, the student-teachers now and then re-
called the debate between Einstein and Minkowski. The
ground here had been reasonably well prepared: The teachers
had discussed this debate with the students in the previous
lesson. �The lesson on the debate was based on the analysis
of Minkowski’s papers reported in Ref. 34�. In particular, the
teachers thought that the comparison could be a way to sup-
port different ways of creating relations between events:
measuring, according to the Einstein’s operational perspec-
tive, and calculating, according to the Minkowski’s geo-
metrical perspective based on the space-time interval invari-
ance. We interpret these as ways to support reflection on
different projections �or classes of projections�. Thus, the
effect might be to further promote systematic and articulate
consideration of paths of determining, leading to an elaborate
version of articulate alignment of which we spoke earlier.
Here are some snippets of the discussion.

T1: Let’s try, however, to give a definition more opera-
tional a la Einstein… proper time as the result of a measure-
ment… �…�

T1: If you want to properly measure a time, you have to
use…

Simone: You have to use a chronometer. �and, we would
add, a chronometer only�

Notice that T1 starts by asking for a definition of a certain
type �Einsteinian�, presumably in contrast to definitions of a
different type. Furthermore, the definition is explicitly
framed as a coordination in our sense, proper time as the
result of a way of determining it. T1 says �roughly� “proper
time as the result of a measurement.”

T2: Do you remember Minkowski? “Henceforth space by
itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere
shadows, and only… �The sentence comes from Minkows-
ki’s paper “space and time,”35 which the student teachers had
discussed with the students in the previous lesson. The sen-
tence goes on: “only a kind of union of the two will preserve
an independent reality.” The union of which Minkowski
speaks is prototypically exemplified by what is now called
“4-interval” or space-time interval.�

T1: At this point I ask you a question. Let’s suppose we
are in a frame of reference where two events occur in the
same position and I want to calculate this quantity that we
are calling “4-interval.” To what is this equal?

�silence�
�x in this case is zero and, then, the 4-interval coincides

with the time. And, in this case, I can call it proper time.
Then, proper time coincides with this expression when it is
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true that I am in a frame of reference where the two events
occur in the same positions and �x vanishes.

The teacher is articulately aligning two means of deter-
mining, showing that one is the same as the other when one
arranges for the spatial component to disappear. The sparse-
ness of student contributions is unfortunate from the point of
view of tracking student thinking. However, what the teacher
is intending is relatively clear, and students sometimes made
appropriate contributions �such as Simone, above�. In gen-
eral, the teacher is pointing out different determination meth-
ods �e.g., a “more Einsteinian” approach� and aligning them
by emphasizing their relations �T1’s final contribution,
above�.

At the end of the whole lesson, the student teacher used
the comparison between Einstein and Minkowski to go back
to the exercise. The excerpt reported below is the last part of
the lesson. At this point, the frame of mind of the students
seemed to be confident, and they appeared to be able to
manage conceptualizing proper time in all of the situations
well, explicitly considering different classes of projections
�which they know as “perspectives” on special relativity�:

T1: Then �coming back to the exercise� in your opinion,
what would Einstein have answered? How much is proper
time?

All �chorus�: It does not exist! It cannot be measured!
T1: And Minkowski?
Luca: Zero! He would have taken the mathematical con-

cept as the starting point for his deductions… as founda-
tion….

Again, although the process data during this last stage are
meagre, we were impressed with the confidence and preci-
sion of conceptualization with which the students seemed to
wind up. They appeared quite clear on subtle distinctions in
the same “concept” �proper time�, which are, in fact, differ-
ences of coordination in special boundary cases �the speed of
light�.

Follow up on this instructional event is somewhat encour-
aging in its outcome. Four successive courses on special
relativity were organized around this key idea of explicitly
considering classes of projections �interpreted, at the time, as
historical perspectives�. Instruction was organized around �a�
operational �Einsteinian� view, �b� algebraic �Lorentz equa-
tions� view, and �c� geometric �Minkowskian� view. How-
ever, that was before the present analysis and interpretation,
and our �Levrini and the Italian research group’s� argument,
at the time, was that the richness and diversity of the think-
ing about the historical context was the “secret ingredient” in
achieving greater conceptual competence. While we found in
summative assessment that students, by and large, did not
have the difficulties exposed here �with the horizontal light
ray�, we have little process data to analyze the details. In
particular, we do not have an inclination to reject that the
historical context per se had influence in the effectiveness of
the instruction. Instead, we now believe—following our
analyses above—that a coordination class perspective ex-
plains some of that success. Explicitly exposing, managing,
and relating multiple classes of projections seems to be a
good theory-motivated instructional technique to work
around documented difficulties in conceptual change in spe-
cial relativity.

V. CONCLUSION

This section concludes the article in three ways. First, we
review some of the important results of our analysis seeking
to make clear how coordination class theory illuminated the
case of learning investigated here while at the same time
showing aspects of the analysis that are not entailed by co-
ordination class theory per se. In preparation, the reader may
choose to review Sec. III C. Next, we reflect on the conse-
quences of this analysis of a case, using coordination class
theory, in terms of theory validation, refinement, and exten-
sion. Finally, we provide a brief comparison and contrast
with some other views of conceptual change.

A. Review of results

1. Contexts and classes of projections

Different contexts are a critical focus in coordination class
theory, and many general expectations of coordination class
theory concerning contexts are borne out in these data. First,
we saw what we described as a short circuit with regard to
the light clock. Initially, a commonsense intuitive scheme—
which we proposed to be the idea that happenings �or phe-
nomena� have characteristic locations and times—took the
place of more refined special-relativistic ways of thinking in
this context. When students looked at the light clock, they
saw a phenomenon with a location �corresponding roughly to
the clock itself� and a duration, the latter being the happen-
ing’s proper time. While this idea actually promoted the stu-
dents’ sense of understanding, it seeded a misalignment
when a new context was explored, the horizontal light ray.
This new problem appeared identical in terms of their naive
schemata, and they concluded that the situation was the
same: The location of the phenomenon �emission and recep-
tion of the light ray� was the train car and that should be the
relevant frame of reference for determining proper time.
However, of course, this was an inappropriate conclusion
that led to misreading proper time in this context �misalign-
ment�.

Naturally, some aspects of this learning situation are not
generic to coordination class theory. The fact that determin-
ing a particular frame of reference served to mediate infor-
mation determination is special to special relativity, if not
more locally, to a few concepts like proper time and length.36

How did students make progress out of this difficulty?
Two contributing factors seemed salient. First, the teachers
introduced a new class of projections by fixing the definition
of proper time. In view of general coordination class consid-
erations, seeding a new class of projections �from the newly
provided definition� should potentially increase span but at
the cost of potential misalignment. Both those expectations
were borne out. Students �eventually� managed to expand
proper alignment to both old and new contexts. However,
reaching alignment was an extended process, which one
should always expect from a coordination class theory point
of view. Recall that, even after students appeared to have
solved the alignment problem, new questions arose: If we
move with the object in the train car to measure its proper
time, why do we not also do that in the case of the light
clock?
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Emphasizing the role of multiple contexts in developing a
well-formed coordination class, a third context played a criti-
cal role, where a horizontally moving object replaced the
horizontally moving light ray. Our interpretation is that the
role of this context is only partly generic in coordination
class terms. What is generic is that some particular contexts
productively “harness” particular intuitive schemes. In this
case, the intuitive idea of “riding an object or phenomenon”
was used, but in such a way that it seemed little more than a
way of speaking. Students became clear that “riding an ob-
ject” was justified precisely by the more technical require-
ment that start and termination events be viewed in a frame
that sees them happening “at the same place.” Recall that
Marco initially spoke merely about being on the object, but
then made clear that the justification for this was that riding
an object made the terminal events happen in the same place.
This is the kind of special-relativistic justification that, for
example, Lorenzo did not give �and, we believe, could not
give� for the analysis of the light clock.

What was clearly not generic coordination class phenom-
ena was that the horizontal light ray was aligned as a limiting
case of the coordination that worked for the horizontal-
moving object. There are—and we have always posited—
particular characteristics of concepts, contexts, and intuitive
resources that must be added to coordination class theory to
complete a view of conceptual change. For example, which
intuitive conceptualizations are productive in which contexts
cannot be given a priori in general coordination class terms.
This is a limitation of coordination class theory that we have
not transcended here and, in fact, we do not expect to tran-
scend within the framework of coordination class theory
alone. It has to rely on knowledge of students’ available and
developmentally contingent supply of resources and on the
relation of those resources to the particular cognitive de-
mands of the new concepts being acquired.

2. Articulate alignment

The way that alignment was accomplished in these data
constitutes a natural extension of coordination class theory.
First, we see an attractive and stronger form of alignment
than has been discussed in the past. Students not only learn
to correctly determine the relevant information �proper time�
in different circumstances, but they come to explicitly and
articulately view the relation between those projections:
They come to see them as “the same” or as “related in an
understandable particular way.” In this case, for example,
one projection was seen as a limiting case of another. Our
interpretation also involved a natural extension of coordina-
tion class theory by noting the after-the-fact obvious idea
that definitions can seed different classes of projections �by
using the definition in various contexts�. Definitions thus
“parse” the space of projections and, furthermore, they do it
in an explicit way: Students find the task of seeing that the
definitions “get the same answer” �are aligned� completely
obvious. Moreover, they furthermore find articulate align-
ment to be a natural goal: Not only should projections �defi-
nitions� get the same answer, but we should be able to figure
out why and how they do.

Later data suggest �although we do not take it to be
proven� that elaborating students’ consideration of the rela-
tions among definitions in the context of differing historical
perspectives made a positive contribution to an integrated,
flexible, and robust understanding. At a minimum, students
clearly felt much more confident about the particular set of
contexts considered here and about the relations among dif-
ferent ways of viewing them in order to coordinate proper
time, after drawing out implications of different “historical
perspectives” �viewed here as proxies for different classes of
projections�. Recall the confident and nearly unanimous
“chorusing” in reviewing how proper time could be viewed
�determined� differently through different perspectives.

Beyond this generic factoring that multiple definitions
would seem always to seed, we conjectured one substantial
factoring: focusing coordination on space-time events rather
than �just� on frames of reference, objects, or happenings. In
fact, this conjecture was driven by trying to understand how,
in general, one might provide for systematic displacement of
intuitive schemes such as “happenings have characteristic
places and durations” when they are inappropriate. This, of
course, is very unlikely to be a generic coordination class
phenomenon and, is, instead, special to special relativity.
Whether there are similar primary factorings for other con-
cepts, at this point, is speculative.

B. Review of the “fate” of coordination class theory in its
application to proper time

�1� Applicability. We feel that coordination class theory
fares well in its application to this empirical context. Proper
time seems to have all the earmarks of a coordination class.
We see examples of many coordination class categories, such
as information determining processes, focus of attention dur-
ing determining �readout�, and inferences in that process
�causal net�. It is clear that the development of alignment of
projections across different contexts takes time and consid-
eration. Lack of span and alignment characterize particular
student difficulties. When we can “see” the coordination pro-
cess, we can sometimes see intuitive schemes apt for certain
contexts “taking the place” of more appropriate ideas. That
makes those intuitive ideas in need of displacement �the hap-
pening story�.

�2� Test. Many of the core general expectations seemed
borne out in this analysis, including loci of difficulty and the
function of learning in different contexts �recruitment and
displacement�.

�3� Insightfulness. We have advanced the case that coor-
dination class theory has been insightful about both the prob-
lems but also the successes of these students’ conceptual
change. The advantages and disadvantages of various peda-
gogical strategies were interpreted in coordination class
terms. The light clock, by itself, is prone to invoke but not
displace or refine classical intuitions. Focusing explicitly on
multiple determination strategies and focusing space-time
event as a general foundation for “seeing” relativistic quan-
tities seem likely to be generally productive.

�4� Refinements and extensions. At least two important
but, we argue, completely natural refinements and extensions
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to coordination class theory were proposed. First, we make
the after-the-fact obvious observation that definitions can
seed classes of projections; we might say that they factor the
space of projections. Thus, multiple definitions provide a
good proxy for the general fact of life, in the view of coor-
dination class theory, that a variety of different projections
are always involved in a well-formed concept. The second
extension builds on this idea. Students can be reflectively
engaged in the goal-directed process of articulate alignment.
Students can, under certain circumstances, consciously con-
sider the issue of alignment �in the case that definitions or
historical perspectives serve as graspable foci for determina-
tion, that is, for classes of projections�. As a result, students
may achieve what apparently happened here, articulate align-
ment as an end state �rather than as a process�—where pro-
jections not only have become aligned �in part� in a con-
scious attempt to do so, but the resulting alignment is more
than “getting the same answer in different circumstances or
by different methods.” Instead, the state of articulate align-
ment means the ability to make well-reasoned comparisons
and to understand the important relationships among differ-
ent projections, for example, as “being the same”37 or “being
a limiting case of another.”

C. Brief comparison to other perspectives

We believe that a comparison with other points of view
that have been prominent in the history of conceptual change
research will help highlight the distinctive features of coor-
dination class theory. Readers who are not familiar with that
history may consult reviews �e.g., Ref. 6� or the particular
literature cited. In the following, we do not aim to provide a
convincing competitive argumentation that coordination
class theory is right or that other views are wrong. However,
we aim to suggest how they are different and, obviously, to
point out features of the present empirical analysis that favor
coordination class theory.

1. Categorical views of conceptual change

Conceptual change, outside physics education research,38

is dominated by “snapshot” views of the process.6 That is,
naive ideas are contrasted categorically with professional
ones. The discontinuity is often emphasized in the extreme.
For example, Carey39 picked up Kuhn’s idea of incommen-
surability of paradigms. She made the idea that prior and
postconceptual change concepts cannot even be translated
into each others’ terms the center of her view on what con-
stituted the meaning and difficulty of conceptual change.
Others characterize naive “theories” and distinct stages of
advancement40 not only as landmarks, but essentially the en-
tirety of the their theory of change, in contrast to “change” as
gradual structural reorganization, as it is viewed here.

Such categorical views are systematically weak in dealing
with processes and intermediate states, as we anticipated in
the Introduction. Here, we began the analysis at a point
where students have made significant progress. They under-
stand the light clock and its relation to proper time to a level
that is fairly impressive. �They understand, for example, that
time durations may differ in different frames of reference.� In

fact, they have made the light clock analysis compatible with
the classical ontology of happenings that have characteristic
places and durations. In that context, their performance
might be all but unobservably different from an expert per-
formance. Recall that several critical remarks that the stu-
dents made were essentially correct, if event �or phenom-
enon� were interpreted in the special space-time sense rather
than as happenings. The teachers of this class initially felt
that their students had a firm grasp of the ideas but only
discovered their limitations in a different context, where mis-
alignment became clear, and also the reason for the misalign-
ment was suggested. This is a very particular state of partial
construction, and we saw many particulars, at least some of
them generic in the sense of being expectable from a coor-
dination class point of view. We saw this stage as on the way
to a more widely spanning, aligned, and even articulately
aligned concept of proper time.

2. Rational views of conceptual change

In the Introduction, we also cited views of conceptual
change that purport to set the conditions for change but stop
short of the kind of structural analysis that coordination class
theory provides in considering multiple projections, multiple
contexts, and the role of displacing particular intuitive ideas.
Posner et al.9 proposed, for example, that students need to
experience systematic difficulties in their own conceptions,
they need to find the new conceptions both understandable
and plausible, and, finally, they need to anticipate productiv-
ity of the new concepts in a “progressing paradigm,” to use
Lakatos’s words.41

Long complex paths of conceptual change, as portrayed
here, make rational choice points by students unlikely, what-
ever the criteria of choice. If it takes a substantial amount of
time and reorganization to create a robust concept, choice
does not even make sense until the concept has been substan-
tially constructed. To understand that progress, one needs, we
claim, some articulated view of the specifics of construction,
which coordination class theory provides. Along the way, of
course, implausibilities and perhaps even local “contests” be-
tween old and new ideas are inevitable. However, in the
structural view, these issues are resolved piecemeal, where
old distributed elements are displaced and new projections
are constructed to cover cases of lack of span and lack of
alignment. In this view, then, it seems immensely plausible
that commitment to the new ideas gradually grows with the
construction of the concept and, importantly, along with its
gradual construction so as to be sensible at each stage. By
the time there could be a choice point, the issue is moot. All
the little battles have accumulated in the construction of the
concept and, simultaneously, in belief and confidence in it.42

Students did not and should not have made a choice be-
tween classical ideas and special relativity due to bad prop-
erties of their old ideas and good properties of the new ones.
Instead, a local problem �lack of alignment in a new context�
provided an occasion to extend further the meaning and
power of the new ideas. Indeed, students were simply
unaware—much less capable of articulating—that they had
or were in need of “giving up” what is, after all, only a tiny
piece of their intuitive conceptions of space and time: hap-
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penings as entities with characteristic location and duration.
They already had, in some contexts, substantial parts of the
new conceptual structure that they would eventually have
more completely. Understanding the light clock and the im-
plications of the formula it derived �including the idea of
different durations for the same happening viewed from dif-
ferent frames of reference� must have seemed to them new
and a substantial accomplishment that they did not necessar-
ily see as countering some “abandonable” prior concept �at
least, no data presented here suggested this possibility�. Cer-
tainly, teachers regarded students’ proper time concept as
fairly well constructed, before some weaknesses were ob-
served. So, a good deal of construction probably went on
with no particular global conflict or choice point, and the
“abandoning” happened invisibly, in pieces, as plausible al-
ternatives to these old ways of thinking were constructed in
the context of local failures.

3. Ontological views of conceptual change

We introduced “ontological” as a description that we feel
is apt for the naive idea that happenings exist and have the
intrinsic properties of place and duration. However, the his-
tory of conceptual change research includes the use of onto-
logical in a different sense and within a radically different
view of conceptual change. Chi, for example, sees the fact of
systematic difficulties in learning in specific ontologies that
experts have, and novices simply do not have. Novices, ac-
cording to Chi,43,44 have problems because they use and
abuse one particular ontology, “matter,” and they simply do
not have more sophisticated ontologies, such as “constraint-
based event” that experts supposedly use.

Our ontological interpretation is distinct from Chi’s in
several ways. First, the problem ontology is “small” and lo-
cal. It is not the �one� ontology that students use that keeps
them from conceiving in the least degree the explanatory
concepts of experts. Students have many ways of thinking
about space and time that they can well adapt to learn special
relativity, enough so that they can learn a good approxima-
tion to the critical ideas illustrated and developed in the light
clock, for example. Their naive ontology even served a pro-
ductive role in allowing them to “find the right frame of
reference” or, at least, to judge that it seemed right, after the
fact, in the light clock case. The limits in their understanding
only became evident to students and teachers alike in a new
context. Similar to the difficulties we attributed to categorical
views of conceptual change, novices do not systematically

have only one way of viewing the world that prevents sub-
stantial construction in particular contexts. Neither does one
nameable ontology, such as constraint-based event,43 covers
all of expert conceptualization of special relativity �although
we cannot take the time to specifically argue this point�.

More specifically, “matter ontology” is simply not the
problem that students have with special relativity, at least not
in this case. The problem ontology, as we think we see in
these data, is event �happening�.45 Furthermore, we pointed
out that event does not need to be abandoned, but, in fact, a
refinement of the naive “event,” namely, the space-time
event, is precisely what we expect to be a key professional-
grade concept that will supersede the intuitive version. Re-
call again, that some important statements that students made
about events could be interpreted as absolutely correct, if
they meant space-time event rather than commonsense event.

Finally, whatever ontological constructions or reconstruc-
tions are needed are not a matter of “starting from scratch”
and simply telling students about the new ontology �see Ref.
43 and subsequent empirical work�. In our view, those ac-
complishments must be gradual, piece-by-piece construc-
tions in no obvious way different from the gradual concep-
tual constructions that have been the focus of coordination
class theory.
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